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From the unbridled lands of East Texas, tenacious men with diverse backgrounds came together to form the Twenty-Second Texas
Infantry. Also known as Hubbard's regiment, families synonymous with the Texas Revolution joined the ranks of politicians,
attorneys, farmers, and teachers. Many championed Southern values whereas some campaigned for Northern agendas. Yet, most were
Texan by choice and they sought to defend their homes. The regiment's stories of triumph and sorrow intertwined with American
history as the men drudged across the unforgiving lands west of the Mississippi River. They fought in the bloody encounters of Fort
DeRussy, Mansfield, Pleasant Hill, and Jenkins' Ferry as life-threatening diseases complicated their service. Their ambitious marches
forever tied them to the story of Texas during the Civil War.
This book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date review of all aspects of childhood Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia, from basic
biology to supportive care. It offers new insights into the genetic pre-disposition to the condition and discusses how response to early
therapy and its basic biology are utilized to develop new prognostic stratification systems and target therapy. Readers will learn about
current treatment and outcomes, such as immunotherapy and targeted therapy approaches. Supportive care and management of the
condition in resource poor countries are also discussed in detail. This is an indispensable guide for research and laboratory scientists,
pediatric hematologists as well as specialist nurses involved in the care of childhood leukemia.
Entering the SAS after serving with the Royal Green Jackets, Gaz Hunter was following a family tradition. His missions have ranged
from extracting hostages in Sierra Leone to counter-terrorist operations in Northern Ireland - and he has always led from the front. A
former senior NCO of the SAS, Hunter is the highest-ranking member of the regiment to tell his story yet.
Peter Ratcliffe served in the SAS for twenty-five years. Blooded in Oman in the 1970s, he also saw action in Northern Ireland, in the
Falklands War, and in the Gulf campaign. From his early days in the Paras to his time as Regimental Sergeant-Major in the Gulf, he
has lived and fought by the motto 'Who Dares Wins'. Eye of the Storm is his insider's account of that exceptional career. Fastpaced,
earthy, dramatic, funny, occasionally disturbing, it is laced with firsthand descriptions of ferocious and bloody fighting, sudden death
and incredible heroism, and peopled with a cast of extraordinary individuals. Beyond that, however, it corrects many of the
distortions and exaggerations of other books, and explodes several long-standing myths about the Regiment. Here - at last - is the
authentic voice of the SAS. This enhanced edition contains additional audio and text material: - Audio Recording of an SAS Firefight
in Oman, 1973 - The Little Book of SAS by Peter Ratcliffe, an extensive glossary of SAS terms
Black Cloud Rising
WHO DARES GRINS.
A Monstrous Regiment of Women
The Princess of Wales's Royal Regiment. 25 Years in Front-Line Modern Conflict
Shadow and Bone
Soldier ‘I’
These books include the most comprehensive examination of the personnel originally enlisted in the Georgia volunteer infantry
and their subsequent service histories within these units in chronological order for the first time.
The Regiment15 Years in the SASBloomsbury Publishing
The Sunday Times bestseller ʻOne of the most dramatic forgotten chapters of the war, as told in a new book by the incomparable
Max Hastingsʼ DAILY MAIL
One of the bloodiest battles in Marine Corps history, Operation Stalemate, as Peleliu was called, was overshadowed by the
Normandy landings. It was also, in time, judged by most historians to have been unnecessary; though it had been conceived to
protect MacArthurʼs flank in the Philippines, the U.S. fleetʼs carrier raids had eliminated Japanese airpower, rendering Peleliu
irrelevant. Nevertheless, the horrifying number of casualties sustained there (71% in one battalion) foreshadowed for the rest of
the war: rather than fight to the death on the beach, the Japanese would now defend in depth and bleed the Americans white.
Drawing extensively on personal interviews, the Marine Corps History Divisionʼs vast oral history and photographic collection, and
many never-before-published sources, this book gives us a new and harrowing vision of what really happened at Peleliu--and what
it meant. Working closely with two of the 1st Regimentʼs battalion commanders--Ray Davis and Russ Honsowetz--Marine Corps
veteran and military historian Dick Camp recreates the battle as it was experienced by the men and their officers. Soldiers who
survived the terrible slaughter recall the brutality of combat against an implacable foe; they describe the legendary “Chesty” Puller,
leading his decimated regiment against enemy fortifications; they tell of Davis, wounded but refusing evacuation while his men
were under fire; and of a division commander who rejects Army reinforcements. Most of all, their richly detailed, deeply moving
story is one of desperate combat in the face of almost certain failure, of valor among comrades joined against impossible odds.
King of Rabbits
Seven Troop
Like Water for Chocolate
The Regiment - The True Story of the SAS - Book 1
The 11th Georgia Volunteer Infantry Regiment, 1861-1865

Inspiration for the major motion picture 6 Days, starring Jamie Bell as Rusty Firmin Go! Go! Go! tells the action-packed
story of the 1980 Iranian Embassy siege. It is a comprehensive and gripping account of an unforgettable six-day drama
that shook Britain - and the wider world - to the core. Drawing on original and unseen source material from ex-SAS
soldier Rusty Firmin, the police and the British Government, Go! Go! Go! takes us to the heart of the whole operation.
The assault planning and training, strategy and tactics are described in detail, and the personal stories of the gunmen
revealed - who they were, where they came from, why they did it and Saddam Hussein's direct involvement. Compelling
accounts of each day of the siege from the hostages' points of view show how they dealt with captivity individually and
collectively. And new material explains the negotiators' tactics and their cool exterior versus their internal turmoil as
negotiations reached crisis point.
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After the disaster that was their first mission, the SAS refused to give up, and their second wave of raids proved a
powerful validation of the concept behind their unit. Unfortunately, they still have many enemies at headquarters, and
now they must capitalise on their success. While they lack neither daring nor imagination, they will have to contend with
an enemy who knows how to adapt, and learn to live with the terrible human cost of the war ...
After the outbreak of the Great War, boys as young as twelve were caught up in a national wave of patriotism and, in
huge numbers, volunteered to serve their country. The press, recruiting offices and the Government all contributed to the
enlistment of hundreds of thousands of under-age soldiers in both Britain and the Empire. On joining up, these lads
falsified their ages, often aided by parents who believed their sons’ obvious youth would make overseas service unlikely.
These boys frequently enlisted together, training for a year or more in the same battalions before they were sent abroad.
Others joined up but were soon sent to units already fighting overseas and short of men: these lads might undergo as
little as eight weeks’ training. Boys served in the bloodiest battles of the war, fighting at Ypres, the Somme and on
Gallipoli. Many broke down under the strain and were returned home once parents supplied birth certificates proving their
youth. Other lads fought on bravely and were even awarded medals for gallantry: Jack Pouchot won the Distinguished
Conduct Medal aged just fifteen. Others became highly efficient officers, such as Acting Captain Philip Lister and Second
Lieutenant Reginald Battersby, both of whom were commissioned at fifteen and fought in France. In this, the final update
of his ground-breaking book, Richard van Emden reveals new hitherto unknown stories and adds many more unseen
images. He also proves that far more boys enlisted in the British Army under-age than originally estimated, providing
compelling evidence that as many as 400,000 served.
'This is an extraordinary book. It is partly about the Falklands War itself and the terrible things that the Paras endured,
and the terrible things that some of them did, but it is also about the white working class of the 1970s and why some men
born into this class ended up marching across an island that most of them had never heard of. Thoughtful and sometimes
heart-breaking' Richard Vinen, author of National Service Our Boys brings to life the human experiences of the
paratroopers who fought in the Falklands War, and examines the long aftermath of that conflict. It is a first in many ways a history of the Parachute Regiment, a group with an elite and aggressive reputation; a study of close-quarters combat
on the Falkland Islands; and an exploration of the many legacies of this short and symbolic war. Told unflinchingly
through the experiences of people who lived through it, Our Boys shows how the Falklands conflict began to change
Britain's relationship with its soldiers, and our attitudes to trauma and war itself. It is also the story of one particular
soldier: the author's uncle, who was killed during the conflict, and whose fate has haunted both the author and his fellow
paratroopers ever since.
Fighting Scared
Sires and Sons
The SAS. The Iranian Embassy Siege. The True Story
The Story of an SAS Hero
The British Army on the Western Front 1917
A Novel
1941. Almost all of Europe is under the Nazi heel. Great Britain still holds out, but the situation worsens with every passing day.
And in North Africa, gateway to the Middle East and its immense oil reserves, Rommel now threatens Egypt, keystone of British
defences. In those desperate times, three men (David Stirling, Blair Mayne and ‘Jock’ Lewes), three unconventional officers,
band together to create a small, elite unit that will become a military legend: the SAS.
Robin Horsfall shot and killed one of the leading terrorists inside the Iranian Embassy when the SAS stormed the building. He
served with the SAS during the Falklands War and on subsequent counter-terrorist operations. He tells his personal odyssey from
boy-soldier to paratrooper with insight and wisdom. His enemies were not just terrorists: he fought the institutionalized brutality
of the Parachute Regiment -- and his own inner demons. He learned the difference between physical and moral courage; between
officers who expect you to be ready to die for them, and those who actually want you to get killed so they can win a medal. It's an
action-packed narrative, but much more than another RAMBO-style romp. Robin reveals some painful truths, not least the
ordinary SAS men's view of General de la Billiere and his orders for a kamikaze mission to Argentina. This is the best, no-holds
barred, personal account of an SAS trooper ever published.
The shocking account of how a unit of average middle-aged Germans became the cold-blooded murderers of tens of thousands of
Jews.
The British Army's SAS--the Special Air Service--is recognized as one of the world's premier special operations units. During the
Gulf War, deep behind Iraqi lines, an SAS team was compromised. A fierce firefight ensued, and the eight men were forced to run
for their lives. Only one, Chris Ryan, escaped capture--by walking nearly 180 miles through the desert for a week. The One That
Got Away is his breathtaking story of extraordinary courage under fire, of narrow escapes, of highly trained soldiers struggling
against the most adverse of conditions, and, above all, of one man's courageous refusal to lie down and die.
The Bloomsbury Group
Surviving Hell
15 Years in the SAS
Operation Nimrod
The True Story of the SAS
The Waterstones Scottish Book of the Year 2019
From its early beginnings in World War II, the Special Air Service (SAS) has won renown in some of the
most dramatic, dangerous and controversial military special operations of the 20th century. It is a
secretive and mysterious unit, whose operations and internal structures are hidden from the public eye.
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Now, one of its longest-serving veterans offers a glimpse into the shadowy world of the SAS. Rusty
Firmin spent an incredible 15 years with 'The Regiment' and was a key figure in the assault of the
Iranian Embassy in London in May 1980. Newly revised and available in paperback, this is the
unforgettable chronicle of Rusty's combat experiences – a fascinating and intimate portrayal of what it
was like to be part of the world's most respected Special Operations Force.
Set during the American Civil War, Black Cloud Rising is the powerful story of a man grappling with his
own complicated history as he forges a future for himself—and his country. For readers of Edward P.
Jones and Colson Whitehead Told by Sgt. Richard Etheridge, the son of an enslaved woman and her former
master, Black Cloud Rising is based on the true story of the African Brigade, an all-Black regiment led
by General Edward Augustus Wild, a one-armed white abolitionist who terrorized the North Carolina
countryside. Eager to prove his manhood and worth, but deeply conflicted about his own notions of
Blackness and whiteness, Richard must navigate a world of violence and moral uncertainty, never knowing
whether the shot that could end his life will be fired by his own white cousin, who has turned
Confederate guerrilla, or his fellow soldier, the self-named Revere, who sneeringly sees through
Richard’s racial self-doubt.
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of the mysterious Darkling,
who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the
monsters of the Fold.
Vivacious, young Hester Christie tries to run her home like clockwork, as would befit the wife of
British Army officer, Tim Christie. However hard Mrs Tim strives for seamless living amidst the other
army wives, she is always moving flat-out to remember groceries, rule lively children, side-step village
gossip and placate her husband with bacon, eggs, toast and marmalade. Left alone for months at a time
whilst her husband is with his regiment, Mrs Tim resolves to keep a diary of events large and small in
her family life. Once pen is set to paper no affairs of the head or heart are overlooked. When a move to
a new regiment in Scotland uproots the Christie family, Mrs Tim is hurled into a whole new drama of
dilemmas; from settling in with a new set whilst her husband is away, to disentangling a dear friend
from an unsuitable match. Against the wild landscape of surging rivers, sheer rocks and rolling mists,
who should stride into Mrs Tim's life one day but the dashing Major Morley, hellbent on pursuit of our
charming heroine. And Hester will soon find that life holds unexpected crossroads... Mrs Tim of the
Regiment is part of The Bloomsbury Group, a new library of books from the early twentieth-century chosen
by readers for readers.
Para, Mercenary, SAS, Sniper, Bodyguard
Mrs Tim of the Regiment
The Shooting Gallery
Last Man Standing
Now We Shall Be Entirely Free
Boy Soldiers of the Great War

In 1983 Andy McNab was assigned to B Squadron, one of the four Sabre Squadrons of the SAS, and
within it to Air Troop, otherwise known as SEVEN TROOP. This is Andy McNab s gripping account
of the time he served in the company of a remarkable group of men from the day, freshly badged,
he joined them in the Malayan jungle, to the day, ten years later, that he handed in his sandcoloured beret and started a new life. The links they forged then bound them inextricably
together, but the things they saw and did during that time would take them all to breaking
point and some beyond in the years that were to follow. He who dares doesn t always win . . ."
Wise and Baron relate the compelling war experiences of thirty American female soldiers in the
war zones of Iraq and Afghanistan, highlighting their extraordinary display of dedication to
their mission and to the soldiers and sailors with whom they served. While the book's focus is
on today's women in combat, it also reaches back to Korea, Vietnam and World War II to offer
stories of inspiring women who served at the "cusp of the spear" as they fought and died for
their country.
CHOSEN AS BOOK OF THE MONTH BY AFRORI BOOKS FEATURED ON BBC RADIO 4: OPEN BOOK 'It's hard not
to fall for the main character . . . you can see the car crash coming, but you can't look away'
CLAIRE FULLER 'A brilliantly crafted story about class and race, and the failure of society to
catch children who fall through the cracks' INDEPENDENT Kai lives on a rural council estate in
Somerset with his three older sisters, and his mum who is being led into an addiction by his
troubled father. Kai adores three things: his dad, his friend Saffie and the school rabbit
Flopsy - and is full of ambition to be the fastest runner in Middledown Primary. But Kai's
natural optimism and energy collide with an adult world he doesn't understand. And when his
life drifts towards an event that will change everything, will his love of nature and the wild
rabbits in the woods provide him with the resilience he needs to overcome the odds? 'A
heartfelt novel about poverty, race and trauma' GUARDIAN 'A brilliant debut; vivid and
compelling' JENNI FAGAN
Like many of his mates from the bush, Frank Ballantyne is keen to join the grand adventure and
do his bit. Specially as a chest full of medals might impress the currently unimpressed parents
of his childhood sweetheart. So Frank ups his age and volunteers with his horse Daisy ... and
his dad. In the deserts of Egypt and Palestine he experiences all the adventure he ever wanted,
and a few things he wasn't expecting. Heartbreak, love and the chance to make the most
important choice of his life. From Gallipoli to the famous charge at Beersheba, through to the
end of the war and its unforgettable aftermath, Frank's story grows out of some key moments in
Australia's history. They were loyal creatures, the men and horses of the Australian Light
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Horse, but war doesn't always pay heed to loyalty. This is the powerful story of a young man's
journey towards his own kind of bravery.
Operation Pedestal: The Fleet that Battled to Malta 1942
The Diary of a Young Girl
The Untold Story of 22nd Special Air Service Regiment (SAS)
Eye of the Storm
The Brutal True Story of a Chennai Six Prisoner
Our Boys

Tigers at War is the remarkable story of the infantrymen of the Princess of Wales's Royal Regiment, the Tigers
by nickname, who, since the end of the Cold War and fall of the Iron Curtain, have served on the front line in
Northern Ireland, the Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan, as well as the many small wars and brush fires across
Africa, Asia, and Europe. The Regiment's unstinting and courageous service around the globe reflects Britain's
political and military engagement on the world stage over the last quarter-century, and the Tigers emerged from
the Second Gulf War (2003-09) with the distinction of having won more gallantry decorations for valor than any
other regiment in the British Army. Tigers at War provides an impressive and compelling life and times portrait
of the modern Regiment in war and conflict. This superbly researched book, written by a serving officer, and
incorporating the vivid reminiscences of the soldiers in the thick of action, is a tribute not only to an exceptional
fighting regiment but also to the extraordinary acts of courage of its individual infantrymen. A compelling and
absorbing narrative, the book serves to mark the 25th Anniversary of the formation of the latest incarnation of
this remarkable, and quintessentially English infantry regiment, which reaches back over 445 years of unbroken
regimental soldiering in the service of the crown, and spanning the reigns of Queen Elizabeth I to Queen
Elizabeth II.
It is 1921 and Mary Russell--Sherlock Holmes's brilliant apprentice, now an Oxford graduate with a degree in
theology - is on the verge of acquiring a sizable inheritance. Independent at last, with a passion for divinity and
detective work, her most baffling mystery may now involve Holmes and the burgeoning of a deeper affection
between herself and the retired detective. Russell's attentions turn to the New Temple of God and its leader,
Margery Childe, a charismatic suffragette and a mystic, whose draw on the young theology scholar is
irresistible. But when four bluestockings from the Temple turn up dead shortly after changing their wills, could
sins of a capital nature be afoot? Holmes and Russell investigate, as their partnership takes a surprising turn.
The exploits of the British Army's elite 22nd Special Air Service Regiment - the regiment of the SAS that forms
part of the Regular army - are shrouded in mystery and myths abound about its members. But what is the truth
behind the public facade of clinical professionalism? How has such a small regiment attracted so many weighty
legends? And what is the purpose of the SAS in the 21st century? "Special Force" provides an original and
unusually critical overview of the activities of the SAS from the Malayan Emergency of 1950 to the present day.
In the context of a detailed and often controversial analysis of the post-war activities of the Regiment,
MacKenzie establishes that the Regiment's almost legendary professional competence is often not backed up by
reality. Far from being part of a structured deployment of strategic military assets, MacKenzie argues that the
use of the SAS in recent years has been primarily driven by the 'entrepreneurial' actions of a few SAS
commanding officers. "Special Force" not only offers a revelatory history of the SAS in the modern period, it is
also a disturbing expose of the truth behind the myth. It will be essential reading for anyone with an interest in
the British military - past, present and future.
This book is the latest volume of Spencer Jones's award-winning series which examines the British Army on the
Western Front year-by-year.
Ordinary Men
Twenty-Five Years In Action With The SAS
Soldiers in the Army of Freedom
All Quiet on the Western Front
The Iranian Embassy Siege
The Story of a Paratrooper
Taking up its position astride the Peking-Mukden [Beijing-Shenyang] railway beginning in
January, 1912, the United States Fifteenth Infantry Regiment was engaged in protecting
American interests in China. The 1000 man force was especially challenged during the
1920s, those tumultuous years when warlords struggled to gain ascendancy in the Chinese
Republic. Although Chiang Kai-shek established a measure of control in China by 1928, the
regiment remained in China—partially to counter Japan’s increasingly aggressive
actions—despite considerable misgivings within and outside of the United States Army as
to the feasibility, desirability, and ethical appropriateness of the policy retaining it
there. The success of the Japanese in conquering much of eastern China finally compelled
Washington to withdraw the regiment on March 2, 1938. This work recounts and assesses
some aspects of the involvement and service of the Fifteenth Infantry Regiment during its
fateful quarter of a century in the Orient between the World Wars. Also detailed is the
Army’s service in those years in general. Many insights are provided regarding the selfperceptions of a key generation of U.S. military personnel deployed there.
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It was 1862, the second year of the Civil War, though Kansans and Missourians had been
fighting over slavery for almost a decade. For the 250 Union soldiers facing down rebel
irregulars on Enoch Toothman’s farm near Butler, Missouri, this was no battle over
abstract principles. These were men of the First Kansas Colored Infantry, and they were
fighting for their own freedom and that of their families. They belonged to the first
black regiment raised in a northern state, and the first black unit to see combat during
the Civil War. Soldiers in the Army of Freedom is the first published account of this
largely forgotten regiment and, in particular, its contribution to Union victory in the
trans-Mississippi theater of the Civil War. As such, it restores the First Kansas Colored
Infantry to its rightful place in American history. Composed primarily of former slaves,
the First Kansas Colored saw major combat in Missouri, Indian Territory, and Arkansas.
Ian Michael Spurgeon draws upon a wealth of little-known sources—including soldiers’
pension applications—to chart the intersection of race and military service, and to
reveal the regiment’s role in countering white prejudices by defying stereotypes. Despite
naysayers’ bigoted predictions—and a merciless slaughter at the Battle of Poison
Spring—these black soldiers proved themselves as capable as their white counterparts, and
so helped shape the evolving attitudes of leading politicians, such as Kansas senator
James Henry Lane and President Abraham Lincoln. A long-overdue reconstruction of the
regiment’s remarkable combat record, Spurgeon’s book brings to life the men of the First
Kansas Colored Infantry in their doubly desperate battle against the Confederate forces
and skepticism within Union ranks.
* WINNER OF THE HIGHLAND BOOK PRIZE * * SHORTLISTED FOR THE WALTER SCOTT PRIZE * The
rapturously acclaimed new novel by the Costa Award-winning author of PURE, hailed as
'excellent', 'gripping', 'as suspenseful as any thriller', 'engrossing', 'moving' and
'magnificent'. One rainswept winter's night in 1809, an unconscious man is carried into a
house in Somerset. He is Captain John Lacroix, home from Britain's disastrous campaign
against Napoleon's forces in Spain. Gradually Lacroix recovers his health, but not his
peace of mind. He will not - cannot - talk about the war or face the memory of what took
place on the retreat to Corunna. After the command comes to return to his regiment, he
lights out instead for the Hebrides, unaware that he has far worse to fear than being
dragged back to the army: a vicious English corporal and a Spanish officer with secret
orders are on his trail. In luminous prose, Miller portrays a man shattered by what he
has witnessed, on a journey that leads to unexpected friendships, even to love. But as
the short northern summer reaches its zenith, the shadow of the enemy is creeping closer.
Freedom, for John Lacroix, will come at a high price. Taut with suspense, this is an
enthralling, deeply involving novel by one of Britain's most acclaimed writers. 'His
writing suspends life until it is read and is a source of wonder and delight' Hilary
Mantel on Casanova in the Sunday Times
Discovered in the attic in which she spent the last years of her life, Anne Frank’s
remarkable diary has since become a world classic—a powerful reminder of the horrors of
war and an eloquent testament to the human spirit. “The single most compelling personal
account of the Holocaust ... remains astonishing and excruciating.”—The New York Times
Book Review In 1942, with Nazis occupying Holland, a thirteen-year-old Jewish girl and
her family fled their home in Amsterdam and went into hiding. For the next two years,
until their whereabouts were betrayed to the Gestapo, they and another family lived
cloistered in the “Secret Annex” of an old office building. Cut off from the outside
world, they faced hunger, boredom, the constant cruelties of living in confined quarters,
and the ever-present threat of discovery and death. In her diary Anne Frank recorded
vivid impressions of her experiences during this period. By turns thoughtful, moving, and
amusing, her account offers a fascinating commentary on human courage and frailty and a
compelling self-portrait of a sensitive and spirited young woman whose promise was
tragically cut short.
A Biographical Roster
The 1st Kansas Colored, the Civil War's First African American Combat Unit
Special Force
The Story of Hubbard's Regiment
Tigers at War
The One that Got Away
Imperial Germany's "Iron Regiment" of the First World War offers a rare English-language account of a premier German infantry
unit. Renowned as the Iron Regiment for its fighting record in the legendary 1916 Battle of the Somme, its service spanned from WW
I's earliest battles through its destruction by US Marines in the Argonne Forest in the war's final days. Inspired by a wartime journal
written by the author's grandfather, an IR 169 veteran, much of the book is drawn from rare soldier accounts, many published here
for the first time in English. The voice of these soldiers take us into the other side of the trenches and through the unimaginable
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horrors of the First World War. This second edition adds over 100 pages of text, maps, and pictures to the original publication. "An
excellent writing looking at WW 1 from a German soldier's perspective. I highly recommend it to everyone interested in learning
more about the Great War." Gerald York, Colonel (Ret), US Army Grandson of Sergeant Alvin York, famed US Army WW I Medal of
Honor Recipient "This book stands head and shoulders above previously published unit histories and should not be ignored for its
substantial value in providing the whole picture of many of the war's landmark battles." Roads to the Great War "War histories of
German regiments during either the First or Second World War are comparatively rare, and this book is a welcome addition."
Britain at War Magazine "A complete lifecycle account of a German regiment for the duration of the First World War, and so a rare
contribution to those wishing to see the war from the German perspective." Great War Society ---------------- The author, John K.
Rieth, is a retired US Army Lieutenant Colonel with a lifelong interest in military history. He is the author of Patton's Forward
Observers: The History of the 7th Field Artillery Battalion and is a member of the US Army Historical Foundation and the Western
Front Association.
Eighteen years in the SAS saw Pete Winner, codenamed Soldier 'I', survive the savage battle of Mirbat, parachute into the icy depths
of the South Atlantic during the Falklands War, and storm the Iranian Embassy during the most famous hostage crisis in the modern
world.
Real Reads is a series of adaptations of great literature from around the world that makes classic stories, dramas and histories
available to young readers as a bridge to the full texts, to language students wanting access to other cultures and to adult readers
who are unlikely ever to read the original versions. To commemorate the start of World War I, Real Reads is presenting adaptations
of three key works from this catastrophic period. Reading Level: Grade 4; Interest Level: Grades 6-12. Perfect for struggling and
reluctant readers. Original.
The true and incredible story of the origins of a unit that would become legendary during the Second World War, and remains to this
day one of the best Special Forces outfits in the world.
Women at War
The Definitive Inside Story of the Iranian Embassy Siege
Go! Go! Go!
The Darkest Year
Loyal Creatures
Childhood Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
Drawing on extensive research, Operation Nimrod dispels the myths and reveals the truth of those six long days, and the dramatic rescue
that thrust the SAS into the public eye. On 29th April 1980, British police assured Iran that their embassy was secure. The very next day,
terrorists stormed the embassy and took twenty-six hostages. With the Iranian government willing to let the hostages become martyrs, and
the British government only willing to talk if the terrorists surrendered, twenty-six lives hung in the balance. What followed was six days of
tension and terror. It was finally ended when the SAS launched a daring rescue mission, broadcast live on television. Millions held their
breath, waiting to see the outcome of Operation Nimrod. Buy this book to learn the truth about one of the most dramatic rescue missions ever
undertaken by the SAS.
The first comprehensive account of the storming of the Iranian Embassy in London in 1980. GO! GO! GO! tells the action-packed story of the
1980 Iranian Embassy siege. It is a comprehensive, detailed and gripping account of an unforgettable six-day drama that shook Britain -- and
the wider world -- to the core. Drawing on original and unseen source material from ex-SAS soldier Rusty Firmin, the police and the British
Government, GO! GO! GO! takes us to the heart of the whole operation. The assault planning and training, strategy and tactics are described
in detail, and the personal stories of the gunmen revealed -- who they were, where they came from, why they did it and Saddam Hussein's
direct involvement. Compelling accounts of each day of the siege from the hostages' points of view show how they dealt with captivity
individually and collectively. New material explains the negotiators' tactics and their cool exterior versus their internal turmoil as negotiations
reached crisis point.
The Number One Bestseller In Mexico And America For Almost Two Years, And Subsequently A Bestseller Around The World, Like Water
For Chocolate Is A Romantic, Poignant Tale, Touched With Moments Of Magic, Graphic Earthiness, Bittersweet Wit - And Recipes.A
Sumptuous Feast Of A Novel, It Relates The Bizarre History Of The All-Female De La Garza Family. Tita, The Youngest Daughter Of The
House, Has Been Forbidden To Marry, Condemned By Mexican Tradition To Look After Her Mother Until She Dies. But Tita Falls In Love
With Pedro, And He Is Seduced By The Magical Food She Cooks. In Desperation Pedro Marries Her Sister Rosaura So That He Can Stay
Close To Her. For The Next Twenty-Two Years Tita And Pedro Are Forced To Circle Each Other In Unconsummated Passion. Only A
Freakish Chain Of Tragedies, Bad Luck And Fate Finally Reunite Them Against All The Odds.
The Regiment - The True Story of the SAS - Book 2
Subhas Chandra Bose and the Rani of Jhansi Regiment
The United States 15th Infantry Regiment in China, 1912–1938
The Regiment
The 1st Marine Regiment on Peleliu, September 15-21, 1944
Imperial Germany's "Iron Regiment" of the First World War - Second Edition
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